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This paper presents two lifetime models that describe two of the most common modes of operation
of sensor nodes today, trigger-driven and duty-cycle driven. The models use a set of hardware
parameters such as power consumption per task, state transition overheads, and communication
cost to compute a node’s average lifetime for a given event arrival rate. Through comparison
of the two models and a case study from a real camera sensor node design we show how the
models can be applied to drive architectural decisions, compute energy budgets and duty-cycles,
and to preform side-by-side comparison of different platforms. Based on our models we present a
MATLAB Wireless Sensor Node Platform Lifetime Prediction & Simulation Package (MATSNL).
This demonstrates the use of the models using sample applications drawn from existing sensor
node measurements.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.3 [Special-Purpose and Application-Based Systems]:
Real-time and embedded systems
General Terms: Schedule driven node, Trigger-driven node
Additional Key Words and Phrases: node lifetime, semi-Markov Chain, Schedule driven, Trigger
driven, duty cycle, event arrival rate

1.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid progress of sensor networks in many applications is constantly fueling the
quest for extending the lifetime of battery-operated wireless sensor nodes. In fact,
many innovative platforms [D.McIntire et al. 2005; L.Nachman 2005; D.Lymberopoulos
and A.Savvides 2005; J.Polastre et al. 2005; V.Shnayder et al. 2004] have recently
demonstrated several important new techniques for increasing node lifetime. Despite these efforts however, there are numerous situations where design decisions
are rather opportunistic and tend to be influenced on the availability of low-power
components and techniques without considering the longer term trends in platform
design.
To complement these effort, we draw from our experiences in building and using
sensor nodes to develop detailed models that characterize two widely used operation patterns for sensor nodes today: trigger-driven and schedule-driven. The
models are constructed using Semi-Markov models by considering the power consumption in different operational modes and the energy overheads incurred during
inter-mode transitions. While similar predictions about lifetime could be obtained
using simulations, we argue that a more rigorous model-driven exploration can yield
additional insight into how individual hardware and application parameters affect
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lifetime. For instance, one can use the lifetime models presented here to evaluate potential gains from the design of hardware triggering mechanisms, software
driven scheduling and duty-cycle modes and power budgets. The same models can
be applied to side-by-side comparisons between existing platforms under different
application requirements, event arrival rates and detection probabilities. This can
help identify appropriate design matches for each application.
Our work is the follow-up effort of the conference paper [D.Jung et al. 2007]. In
contrast to our conference paper, this paper provides a more in-depth presentation
of the models and describes the implementation of a comprehensive MATLAB
toolbox, MATSNL, that makes the use of our models possible on a large set of
sensor node designs.
Our presentation is divided into three main parts. The first part states our
assumptions and derives our models which we validated thorough extensive simulation based on measured data. The second part demonstrates the usefulness of our
models in a detailed case study drawn from our own experiences during the design
of a camera sensor node. The case study shows how the models developed here can
be applied to analyze the lifetime properties of a sensor node architecture based on
application characteristics, hardware properties and changing trends in microprocessor and radio technologies. The third part presents a MATLAB toolkit capable
to provide visual comparison of lifetime and power budget between trigger-driven
and schedule-driven model for various platform. The usefulness of the toolbox is
demonstrated though extensive comparison for 5 node platforms, iMote2, XYZ,
MicaZ, XSM and Telos using MATSNL.
2.

RELATED WORK

Node lifetime is a frequently discussed topic in platform design and analysis. In the
last couple of years new platforms such as XYZ [D.Lymberopoulos and A.Savvides
2005], LEAP [D.McIntire et al. 2005],iMote2 [L.Nachman 2005] and the Hitachi
watch in [S.Yamashita et al. 2006] have demonstrated several new techniques for
reducing power leakage during sleep time. The LEAP platform [D.McIntire et al.
2005] adopts a dual processor/radio architecture to exploit the tradeoffs between
power efficient and high-power components. An Energy Management and Accounting Preprocessor (EMAP) module based on a low-power MSP 430 processor has
been designed to manage different power domains on the LEAP board, enabling the
high-end sensors and processors only when needed. Intel’s iMote2 [L.Nachman 2005]
uses dynamic frequency and voltage scaling and a power management IC (PMIC)
to control different voltage domains on the node. The XYZ [D.Lymberopoulos and
A.Savvides 2005] node and the Hitachi watch [S.Yamashita et al. 2006] use an external real-time clock circuit to wake up the node processor from ultra-low power
deep-sleep modes. A number of proposals [R.A.F.Mini et al. 2005], [V.Shnayder
et al. 2004], [S.Coleri et al. 2002] describes energy dissipation at the node level.
Nath et al. [R.A.F.Mini et al. 2005] used Markov chains to analyze energy dissipation behavior per node. Each node is assumed to have six distinct power modes
and transitions over different modes with given probabilities. Despite the detailed
power mode consideration, this work is mostly simulation-based (in ns-2) and does
not consider the energy dissipation models pertaining to the power modes. Snyder
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et al. [V.Shnayder et al. 2004] demonstrated the validity and effectiveness of their
power consumption simulation tool, PowerTOSSIM, by predicting energy consumption per node. Hardware components are characterized at a very detailed level to
simulate power consumption of a node as close as possible. Another approach presented in [S.Coleri et al. 2002] uses hybrid automata models for analyzing power
consumption of a node at the operating system level (TinyOS).
Our work differs from the above in that it tries to derive longer-term models by
considering a node’s hardware characteristics and operation patterns. Instead of
considering software optimizations, the emphasis of our analysis is in exposing how
a chosen combination of hardware components and operation patterns can influence
lifetime.
[D.Jung et al. 2007] is the first work to derive and analyze the two major node
operation models of trigger-driven and schedule-driven nodes with an in-depth case
study. Based on semi-Markov chain formulation that paper proposes, [D.Jung et al.
2007] proposed the analytical models for those two models and shows trade-off elements between those models of operation. The models aims at (i) quantifying the
relationship between node lifetime and architectural features of the design with the
impact of hardware characteristics for preprocessing, processing and communication, (ii) investigating the dependence between node lifetime and characteristics of
various workloads. The key observation in that work is that those two operational
mechanisms show an explicit break-even point of performance depending on arrival
rate and hardware component characteristics.
3.

MODEL OVERVIEW AND ASSUMPTIONS

Symbol
ET otal
Si
PM
PS
pj
pij
CP
CR
L
Y
u

Description
Total amount of energy per node
Power state of mode i
Power consumption at power
mode M , where M ∈ Si , i = 1...5
Power consumption at asleep period
of schedule driven node
Steady state probability of mode j
Transition probability from
mode i to j
CPU wake-up energy cost
Radio wake-up energy cost
Channel-listening time of radio
Processing time per event
Detection probability
Table I.

Symbol
Z
σ
λ
nij (t)
PW
Nσ
Cij
NP
TW
TS
Tc
d

Description
Transmission time per packet
Job inter arrival time per event
Average event inter arrival rate
# of i → j transitions during t
Power consumption at awake
period of schedule driven node
The number of jobs per event
Transition energy cost from
mode i to j
Number of packets per event
CPU awake duration
CPU asleep duration
Duty period, Tc = T1 + T2
Duty cycle, d = T1 /(T1 + T2 )

List of variables

The analysis that below models two main sensing schemes commonly employed
in sensor nodes today: trigger-driven and schedule-driven. In trigger-driven operation, the sensors are managed by a low-power pre-processing unit that continuously
samples the sensors. This preprocessor performs a first-order filtering of the data
and wakes up a more powerful main processing unit if certain criteria are met. The
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LEAP node [D.McIntire et al. 2005] and image sensors described in [T.Teixeira
et al. 2006] follow this model. In schedule-driven operation, the node’s sensors are
connected directly to the node’s main processor. To conserve energy, the processor
follows a schedule that alternates between a low-power mode (e.g sleep, deep-sleep
or shutdown) and a short, full-power mode in which the processor (or its ADC)
samples the sensors for interesting activity. If the desired event types are sensed, it
proceeds to make the necessary computations and transmits the outcome with the
radio if needed. The sentry nodes used in the Vigilnet project [T.He et al. 2006]
follow this type of model. In this case the sentries are asleep most of the time, and
periodically wake up to sample for activity.
3.1

Assumptions

The models described in this paper make the following assumptions:
(1) The first-order statistical characteristic (mean value) of all random quantities
(events, processing time, etc) is known by observation and experiment from the
Ergodic property.
(2) Event arrivals follow a Poisson distribution.
(3) Processing and radio-transmission times are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with arbitrary distribution.
(4) When an event is detected, the node processes it and sends the information to
a base station (or another node) with probability α.
(5) During the processing period, the CPU visits a limited number of low-power
states (e.g. idle state).
(6) During the communication period, the radio visits a limited number of listen
(idle) states.
(7) All power consumptions are constant during an operation and a fixed amount
of energy is required to turn on or off the CPU and radio.
The first three assumptions imply that the power state transitions may be modeled as a semi-Markov chain [S.M.Ross 1996] that can be used to compute a node’s
average power consumption and lifetime. While assumption 2 may not always hold
true in all deployments a Poisson arrival rate is a representative model for many
applications. For example, the number of people entering a building is a well known
example of Poisson arrival [Ihler et al. 2006]. For the purposes of our analysis we argue that the Poisson assumption is a reasonable choice because our main interest is
to exercise the node hardware parameters that influence lifetime. Furthermore, by
fixing the distribution of arrival events in our models we provide a common baseline
for the comparison of many platforms by exercising their features under the same
underlying distribution. In order to include communication overhead in the lifetime
analysis, the same communication paradigm is adopted for both the trigger-driven
and schedule-driven models as stated in assumption 4. The next two assumptions,
5 and 6, related to the idle state of the CPU and listening state of the radio, are
necessary to more accurately describe the power consumption of those components.
When an event is sensed by the node, the CPU will usually go to a full-power, active mode to perform some processing or additional sensing, but may alternate it
with a temporary lower-power state to conserve energy. This is accounted for in
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Mode
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

Trigger-Driven Node
Preprocessor
Sensor
CPU
–
–
–
On
Off
Off
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
Idle
On
On
On
Table II.

Radio
–
Off
Off
TX
Off
RX

·
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Schedule-Driven Node
Sensor
CPU
Radio
Off
Off
Off
–
–
–
On
On
Off
On
On
TX
On
Idle
Off
On
On
RX

Power state description

assumption 5. Meanwhile, it is common for MAC protocols to listen to the radio
channel before any transmission, to avoid packet collisions [B.Bougard et al. 2005].
For this we have introduced assumption 6. We also emphasize that our models
focus on node-level behaviors by examining the parameters of the node hardware
under different event arrival rates. Software and network level optimizations are
therefore not considered in this analysis.
3.2

Node Power Modes and Variables

Our analysis considers a simplified version of the power modes available on sensor nodes, eliminating some of the impractical modes. The modes considered are
described in Table II. To develop our models we also introduce a set of variables.
These are described Table I. Our notation also uses a bar to denote expected value
(i.e the expected value of the variable A is Ā).
4.

LIFETIME MODELS

In this section, we will show that each sensor node can be modeled by an embedded semi-Markov Chain. Typically a sensor node performs a predefined set of
functions for each sensing an event: mainly sensing, computation, and communication. Therefore, the instantaneous power consumption follows a certain pattern and
usually the level is deterministic during the node lifetime unless an adaptive power
control mechanism is exploited. The amount of time spent at each power level is
usually a random quantity that varies at each instance of the event and in many
cases the mean and standard deviation are fixed. The distribution of the random
time mainly depends on the event characteristic, i.e event arrival time and event
duration. In order to analyze the asymptotic pattern of energy dissipation at sensor
node, we must consider both of power level and random time simultaneously. We
can describe the pattern very accurately by a semi-Markov model assuming Poisson
event arrival. A semi-Markov process is one that changes states in accordance with
a Markov chain but takes a random amount of time between changes.
Let X(t) denote the power state at time t. Then a change from state X(t), t ≥ 0
does not solely depend on the present state, but also the length of time that has
been spent in that state. This characterizes a semi-Markov chain, as states change
in accordance with a Markov chain but there is a random length of time between
the changes. Let Hi denote the distribution of time that the semi-Markov
R ∞ process
spends in state i before making a transition, and let the mean be µi = 0 xdHi (x).
With Xn denoting the nth state visit, Xn , n ≥ 0 becomes a Markov chain with
transition probabilities pij . It is also called the embedded Markov chain of the
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Fig. 1. (a) Power profile of simplified trigger-driven node model, (b) Semi-Markov chain of simplified trigger-driven node model.

semi-Markov process [S.M.Ross 1996]. Let Tii denote the time between successive
transitions into state i and let µii = E[Tii ]. If the semi-Markov process is irreducible
and if Tii has nonlattice distribution with finite mean, then
Tt
,
(1)
t
where Tt is the amount of time in i during [0, t], exists and is independent of
the initial state, j. In other words, pi equals the long-run proportion of time in
state i (the time spent in i over the combined time spent in all states). Suppose
further that the embedded-Markov chain Xn , n ≥ 0 is positive recurrent. Then a
stationary probability exists, which is the frequency of visiting each state for infinite
time duration . Let its stationary probability be πj , j ≥ 0. Then πj is the unique
solution of
pi ≡ lim P [X(t) = i|X(0) = j] = lim
t→∞

t→∞

πj =

X
i

πi pij ,

X

πj = 1

(2)

j

and πj can be interpreted as the proportion of transitions into state j (over the
sum of all state transitions). Then the following theorem holds
pi =

πi µi
µi
=P
µii
j πj µj

(3)

Using equations (2) and (3), one can compute the long-run proportion of time in
state i.
4.1

Trigger-Driven Lifetime Model

Figure 1a shows the simplest power model. In this model, the sensor node has
only three states, which can be represented by the semi-Markov chain in Figure 1b.
This model does not account for any Idle or Listening modes on the CPU or radio,
respectively. However, in reality the CPU and radio often enter Idle mode during
the processing and communication stages. For example, when an event is detected,
the CPU has a choice of either processing the data, or deciding to drop it (or quickly
store it for later). In these situations, the CPU may go back into an idle state to
wait for the next job. Meanwhile, radios tend to spend considerable energy listening
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Fig. 2. (a) Power profile of complete trigger-driven node model, (b) Semi-Markov chain of complete
trigger-triven node model.

to the channel before any actual transmission due to impositions of the underlying
MAC protocol. In IEEE 802.15.4, for instance, less than 50 percent of energy
is spent for actual transmission, and listening activity accounts for more than 40
percent of energy consumption [B.Bougard et al. 2005]. To take these factors into
account, Figure 2a deals with the addition of the idle and listening states of the
CPU and radio. The updated semi-Markov chain in Figure 2b shows that each
processing and communication stage contains a two-state embedded chain.
For now, consider the simplest power model ( Figure 1(b) ). By applying (2) to
the semi-Markov chain, the following equations are obtained:



0 1 0
πj = 1, π̄  1 − α 0 α  = π̄
1 0 0
1≤j≤3
X

(4)

1
α
where π̄ = [π1 π2 π3 ]. The solution of (4) gives π1 = π2 = 2+α
and π3 = 2+α
.
Therefore, the steady state probability of each state can be computed applying (3):

p1 =

X̄
Ȳ
αZ̄
, p2 =
, p3 =
D(α)
D(α)
D(α)

(5)

where D(α) = X̄ + Ȳ + αZ̄.
Given a long enough time period, T , the total time spent at state i can be
approximated as limT →∞ Ti = T pi . Therefore, the total energy spent at state i
is ESi = T pi × PSi , for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and the transition energy cost from state i
to j during T can be obtained as ESij = Cij nij (T ). However, only the CPU and
radio wake-up costs (CP and CR , or, in ESij notation, ES12 and ES23 ) need to
be taken into consideration since the sleep cost is negligible in comparison. The
average number of transitions between 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 during period T can
π2 T
π3 T
be computed as n̄12 = D(α)
, and n̄23 = D(α)
respectively.
Since the total amount of energy spent at each state, ESi , and the transition
energy, ESij , cannot exceed the energy resource, Etotal , the following inequality
holds:
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X

ESk + ES12 + ES23 ≤ Etotal

(6)

1≤k≤3

By solving inequality (6), the asymptotic node lifetime follows.
TL (λ) ≤

PS 1

CP + αCR
[1 + λ(Y + αZ)]ET otal
, CD =
1+α
+ λ(Y PS2 + αZPS3 + CD )

(7)

The updated semi-Markov chain in Figure 2 shows each processing and communication stage contains a two-state embedded chain. The average power consumption
and sojourn time in these two-state chains can be computed as follows:
P̄P roc =

P̄Comm =

σ̄PS4 + Ȳ PS2
, T̄P roc = (σ̄ + Ȳ )N̄σ
σ̄ + Ȳ

(8)

L̄PS5 + Z̄PS3
, T̄Comm = (L̄ + Z̄)N̄P
L̄ + Z̄

(9)

The final equation for average node lifetime can be computed by applying (8)
and (9) to (7), resulting in:
T L (λ) ≤

PS 1

1 + λ[(σ + Y )Nσ + α(L + Z)N̄P ]ET otal
+ λ[(σPS4 + Y PS2 )Nσ + α(LPS5 + ZPS3 )N̄P + CD ]

(10)

(7) and (10) can be expressed more compact form as shown in

TL (λ) ≤

[1 + λKT ]ET otal
PS1 + λKE

(11)

In (11), KT and KE represent the average time and energy spent for a sensed
event respectively. Typically, KE  PS1 and λ  1sec−1 . As shown in the
denominator of (11), the power component can be roughly broken down into two
parts: λKE , the average power spent for computation and communication per
sensed event; and PS1 , the power spent to monitor the events. It can be easily
found that a sensor node spends more power monitoring an event than processing
P
it at λ ≤ KSE1 . The average steady-state power consumption of the trigger-driven
sensor node is simply given as:

P ST,td (λ) =

PS1 + λKE
[1 + λKT ]

(12)

For the simplest power model, Figure 1a, KT and KE are given as:
KT = Y + αZ, KE = Y PS2 + αZPS3 +

CP + αCR
1+α
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(a) Schedule-driven node power profile, (b) Power state transition during wake-period.

By taking into consideration the average power consumption and sojourn time
in these two-state chains as shown Figure 2b, KT and KE are given as:
KT = (σ + Y )Nσ + α(L + Z)N̄P
KE = (σPS4 + Y PS2 )Nσ + α(LPS5 + ZPS3 )N̄P +
4.2

CP + αCR
1+α

(14)

Schedule-Driven Lifetime Model

Let k be the total number of duty cycles during the node’s entire lifetime, and each
i the residual processing time after the ith awake state of the node. Additionally,
let TW be the length of time when the node is awake. Then the average node
lifetime is obtained as following:
X

((TW + i )P̄W,i + (TS − i )P̄S,i + CP ) ≤ ET otal

(15)

0≤i≤k

where P̄W,i and P̄S,i denote average power consumption of awake and asleep
periods during cycle i respectively. Note that each P̄W,i incorporates the power
expenditure of four power states: S2 , S3 , S4 and S5 . As for the power computation,
the schedule-driven node performs the same function as the trigger-driven node
when an event occurs during the awake period (Figure 3). Therefore, given a long
enough timespan, the average power consumption of the node during the active
period (P̄W,i ) can be approximated by replacing in (12) the preprocessing power
with idle power, and setting CP = 0. The result is shown below:
lim P̄W,i = P W (λ) =

i−→∞

0
PS2 + λKE
0
1 + λKT

(16)

0
In (16), KT0 and KE
represent the average time and energy spent for a sensed
0
event respectively during awake period. Typically, KE
> PS2 and λ  1sec−1 . As
before, the nominator of (16) shows the power component during the awake period
0
can be roughly broken down into two factors, namely λKE
, the average power spent
for computation and communication per sensed event, and PS2 , the static power
spent during the awake period. It can be easily found that a sensor node spends
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CP 
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TC 
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u
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Fig. 4.

Tradeoff Diagram: Power versus Average Detection Probability
P

more power for the idle state than processing events at λ ≤ KS02 .
E
For the awake period of the schedule-driven power model, (Figure 1b) KT0 and
0
are given as using (14):
KE
0
KE
= (σPS4 + Y PS2 )Nσ + α(LPS5 + ZPS3 )N̄P +

αCR
1+α

(17)

KT0 = (σ + Y )Nσ + α(L + Z)N̄P
Using the fact that P̄S,i (t) is constant (P̄S,i ≡ PS0 ), the average node lifetime
can be obtained by applying (16) to equation (15):

TL ≈ (TW + TS )k ≤

ET otal (TW + TS )
[TW PW (λ) + TS PS0 + (PW (λ) − PS0 ) + CP ]

(18)

Since it is typically the case that TW  , the term (P̄W (λ) − PS0 )¯
 can often be
ignored as TW P̄W (λ)  ¯P̄W (λ) ≥ ¯(P̄W (λ) − PS0 ).
4.3

Trigger-Driven and Schedule-Driven Comparison

To meaningfully compare the two models, the event detection probability also needs
to be considered. For the trigger-driven case, the sensor and preprocessor are
always on, so we can assume that event detection happens with probability one.
This comes at a price, of course, of added power cost for the preprocessor. The
schedule-driven scheme, however, takes no such toll on power, but does so at the
expense of event detection probability. In most of cases, detection probability,
u, is a monotonically increasing function of duty cycle, d, i.e u = f (d) where
f (u1 ) ≤ f (u2 ) iff u1 ≤ u2 . For example, [T.He et al. 2006] and [Q.Cao et al. 2005]
show that detection probability in the target tracking application is a non-linear
increasing function of sentry node duty cycle. For analytical simplicity, we assume
that all events that do not coincide with the node’s duty-cycle remain undetected.
To compare, let us define two random variables U and V to describe the number of
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Poisson sensorevents
during TW and Tc respectively. Then the average detection

probability, E VU , can be computed as:


U
E
V


=

X
0≤v≤∞




X
U
E
V = v PV (v) =
v

0≤v≤∞



1 TW
TW
v
PV (v) =
= d (19)
v
Tc
Tc

The second equality of Equation (19) comes from the fact that P (U = u|V = v)
has a binomial distribution, B(v, d), where d = TTWc . As shown in Equation (19),
the detection probability is simply the duty cycle of the schedule-driven node.
Therefore, we can express the trade-off diagram between the trigger-driven and
schedule-driven schemes as a function of the detection probability u (shown in
Figure 4), where the node lifetime of the schedule-driven node follows the equation:

T̄L (u) ≤

ET otal
(P̄W (λ) − PS0 )u + (PS0 +

CP
Tc

(20)

)

From (20), the average steady-state power consumption of the schedule-driven
node can be found:


P̄ST,sb (u) = (P̄W (λ) − PS0 )u + PS0

CP
+
Tc


(21)

By superimposing the two average power consumption formulas (Equations (21)
and (12)), we can obtain a trade-off diagram as Figure 4. The thick line denotes
the lowest-power choice for a given detection probability. The two curves meet
P̄ST ,td (λ)−(PS +

CP

)

Tc
0
at u∗ =
. The figure shows that for an application that allows
P̄W (λ)−PS0
the use of sensors with detection probability smaller than u∗ , the schedule-driven
scheme is a sound choice. For events with larger arrival rates, u∗ gets shifted
to the right, further favoring the schedule-driven scheme for frequent, non-critical
detections. Otherwise, if the application demands high-accuracy, the trigger-driven
scheme is a better alternative. Of course, multiple nodes with complementary
schedules may reduce the number of events that are globally missed, but such a
network-wide power analysis is out of the scope of this paper.

5.

VALIDATION

The numerical correctness of our models was validated through simulation. Using
the empirical iMote2 measurements (will be shown in section 6), the two sensing
schemes (scheduled and trigger-driven) were simulated in MATLAB. Basically, our
simulator tracks energy dissipation of a node over large time window at 1 second
timesteps by subtracting the accumulated power consumption from a given energy
resource. The simulator consists of an Event Generator (EG), a Processing Element
(PE), and a communication unit (CU). According to our assumption 2 (section 3),
the EG triggers the PE after elapsing exponential random time from a previous
event. The PE alternates a busy state (actively processing information) and an
Under submission to ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. V, No. N, March 2007.
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idle state. The CU also alternates a transmission state and a listening (idle) state.
The workload simulated on the PE and CU is not taken from a real application,
but modeled by a parameterized workload with properties represented by input
parameters: processing time, idle time, number of jobs for the PE and transmission
time, listening time, number of packet for the CU. A workload taken from real
application would result in more accurate simulation. However, the result would
not be representative for the broad spectrum of application in wireless sensor networks. For example, the workload for surveillance application [T.He et al. 2006]
shows different characteristics from the one for environmental data collection application[Mainwaring et al. 2002]. Thus workload measured from our application
cannot not be generalized to other applications. The parameterized workload can
be easily manipulated to simulate different workload characteristics from various
applications . We believe that parameterized workloads can be used to determine
the initial values of architectural parameters. A real workload can then be used
to tune these parameters. All timing (e.g processing or transmission time) and
counting numbers (e.g the number of jobs or packets) can be specified as constants
or random variables. The simulator supports three distributions: exponential, uniform, and normal.
In order to track the pattern of average energy dissipation, each simulation was
conducted 5 times for computing the average quantity. The relative error between
the model prediction and simulation was also computed. As by assumption 2, events
were generated following a Poisson distribution with λ = 0.1 events/min for the
schedule model simulation. Furthermore, all timing and counting random numbers
are generated according to the exponential and normal distribution respectively.
Parameter
PS0
PS2
PS3
CR
λ
Z̄
σ̄
α
N̄P
Table III.

Value
–/9.8001 mW
238.088/237.712 mW
315.376/ 315 mW
0.0066/0.0066 mJ
0.1/min
0.0039sec
10 sec
1
10

Parameter
PS1
PS4
PS5
CP
Ȳ
L̄
N̄σ
Tc
Total Energy

Value
25.3761/– mW
133.088/132.712 mW
315.376/ 315 mW
2.2064/2.2064 mJ
2sec
1msec
5
10 min
1.863 kJ

Simulation parameters (trigger-driven / schedule-driven)

Figure 5a shows the simulation results, and compares them with the model prediction (Equation 12) for a trigger-driven node.
As shown in Table IV, the energy dissipation predicted by both models well
follows the simulated one. The difference significantly improves at the lower arrival
rates (lower λ). This is because at those rates the time of observation grows long
enough that the asymptotic behavior described in Equation (1) becomes noticeable.
For the schedule-driven node, the comparison between simulation and model
prediction (Equation 18) can be seen in Figure 5b. As expected, the simulated
curves for this model follow a noticeably linear trend, and the model closely predicts
its behavior (Table IV). In the trigger-driven case, however, this prediction is less
Under submission to ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. V, No. N, March 2007.
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(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Energy dissipation of trigger-driven model, (b) Energy dissipation of schedule-driven
model.

λ(ev./min)
0.1
0.01
0.001

Trigger-Driven Node
model (sec)
1.7650e+004
4.5509e+004
6.8761e+004

simulation (sec)
1.9723e+004
4.6706e+004
6.9121e+004

relative error
11.74%
2.62%
0.5233%

u
0.1
0.5
0.9

Schedule-Driven Node
model (sec)
8.3302e+004
2.5659e+004
1.5165e+004

simulation (sec)
8.0747e+004
2.5749e+004
1.5607e+004

relative error
3.0673 %
0.3505%
2.9152%

Table IV.

Relative error of lifetime between model prediction and simulation

Preprocessor
Event

Sensing Motion
PIR Motion
Detector

Sensing Image

Motion
Data

PIC
microcontroller
To
BaseStation

Wake-Up
Signal

Processing and Communication Unit
Imote2
OV7649

Camera

Image DMA
Data

PXA 27x

Centroid
CC2420
Data
Radios
Turn On

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) iM ote2 node with a COTS camera board, (b) Trigger-driven sensor node with iM ote2
fitted with a PIC microcontroller and PIR motion sensor

accurate for largest (0.9) and lowest (0.1) duty cycles compared to the median duty
cycle (0.5). This is because the residual processing time  becomes significant for
the awake period (/T1 ) at lower duty cycle while the residual processing time 
becomes significant for asleep period (/T2 ) at higher duty cycle.
Under submission to ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. V, No. N, March 2007.
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CASE STUDY: USING THE MODELS TO CHARACTERIZE AND MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT A CAMERA SENSOR NODE

To demonstrate the usefulness of the models derived in the previous sections, we now
demonstrate their application in the decision-making process deriving the design
of an experimental camera sensor node designed for the BehaviorScope project at
Yale. Our goal is to decide whether it makes sense to develop an improved version
of the camera node shown in Figure 6a. This camera node is an Intel iM ote2
[L.Nachman 2005] coupled with a custom camera board we have designed with a
commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) image sensor, Omnivision’s OV7649. The node
is powered by three AAA batteries (1150mAh capacity). The alternative design
we are considering is a new camera board that supports a wakeup preprocessor
mechanism comprised of a passive infrared (PIR) sensor for detecting motion and a
small 8-bit PIC 10F200 microcontroller to act as a preprocessor. This configuration
(described in Figure 6b) would allow the node to follow a trigger-driven mode of
operation. Instead of periodically sampling the camera to detect activity, with this
improvement the PXA 271 processor onboard the iM ote2 will wait in a low-power
state until triggered by the PIC-based preprocessor that is always kept on for a
small energy overhead (Mode S1 in Table VII). In this state, the preprocessor will
apply a thresholding algorithm to the samples it collects from the PIR sensor. If
the observed motion exceeds a predefined value, the preprocessor will power up
the iM ote2 and camera board to acquire and process the images. If the image
processing reveals something of interest, the node then transmits the information
to a basestation. These transmissions take place with probability α.
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Fig. 7.

Power profile of trigger driven iM ote2
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Parameter
λ
Z̄
σ̄
α
N̄P
Table V.

Value
0.1/min
3.8msec
0 min
1
1

Parameter
Ȳ
L̄
N̄σ
Tc
Total Energy
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Value
2sec∗
0 msec
1
10 min
18.63 kJ

Reference scenario, measured (∗)

To provide more concrete numbers in our case study, we set up the camera node
to act as a simple single target localization device. An event is defined as the
complete trajectory of human centroid within view of the camera on our sensor
node. In this setting, the camera sensor node performs the following functions in
order.
(1) When a person enters the camera’s field-of-view, the preprocessor wakes up the
iMote2 and camera (only for the trigger-driven node).
(2) When awake, the iMote2 continually computes the location of the person at a
frequency of 8Hz (8fps) until the person exits the coverage area of the camera.
(3) Once the person is out of the sensing range, the node transitions back into the
low power mode after sending a stream of locations to the base station.
Figure 7 shows the measured power profile pattern for each imote2 according
to our functional description. In this task, the PXA processor performs motion
differencing between consecutive frames captured by the camera. The location of
the target is the centroid of the pixels that moved between two consecutive frames.
Each centroid computed is stored in the memory and the node transmits the stored
centroid information to the base station with probability 1 (i.e α = 1). 1 . Each
centroid information consists of 2 bytes of location information, (X,Y) grid and 4
bytes of time information, real time clock. Here we defined the event as follows.
— The event is defined as the complete trajectory of human centroid in the range
of camera sensor.
— The event arrival rate is defined as the frequency a person enters the camera
field of view. Therefore, it is roughly computed as the number of people observed
by camera sensor divided by total observation time.
— The event duration is defined as the time interval a person spends in the camera’s
field of view.
— The event is said detected if and only if there is no missed centroid during the
event duration. Otherwise, it is said missed.
In our experiments, typically event duration is roughly 2 seconds. From our
event definition, processing time is actually the same as event duration, and any
incomplete trajectory (set of centroids) of a person is considered a missed event
(hard-decision). For example, if a person enters the camera view, and 1 sec later a
node wakes up and observes only half of the trajectory, then the event is considered
1 This

role is simplified and used for illustrative purposes only. More complex roles can be described
using our tool presented in section 7
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missed. For real-time computation, the node may transmit the centroids as soon
as they are acquired. We do however note that whether the centroids are sent
immediately or left for transmitting later is not of relevance to our models, as long as
the energy consumption of both cases is still the same. From a lifetime perspective,
the summation of the energy spent at each stage will be same regardless of the
processing order. The time between capturing a frame and extracting a centroid is
123msec/centroid. Therefore, a node generates a total of roughly 16 centroids per
event and the total amount of information per event is 96 bytes. With a packet
size of 119 bytes (including a 23 byte packet header) transmitted at the rate of 250
kbps, the packet transmission takes 3.8msec. As a reference scenario, we set the
system parameter values as specified in Table V.
The PXA271 processor provides six power modes: Normal, Idle, Deep Idle,
Standby, Sleep and Deep Sleep. Each of the six modes have different levels of
power consumption and different transition times to the Normal mode. The Normal mode is the state where all internal power domains and clocks are enabled and
running. In the Idle and Deep Idle modes, the CPU core stops being clocked, but
for the latter the PXA is first switched into 13 MHz frequency. The Standby mode
puts all internal power domains into their lowest power mode except for the realtime clock and the PLL for the core. At Sleep and Deep Sleep modes, the PXA271
core power is turned off. Furthermore, in Deep Sleep mode all clock sources are
also disabled. The Standby mode is the lowest power mode that does not require
the node to reboot. To reason with the different design possibilities, we measured
the power consumption and transient time of the iM ote2 at different operational
modes that correspond to the schedule-driven and trigger-driven modes we have
previously defined in our models. The measurements for these modes are shown
in Tables VI and VII 2 . Both tables follow the power mode definitions introduced
in Table II. Since the iM ote2 does not provide any special interface for measuring
the power of the PXA CPU, we measured the total power drawn when the radio is
shutdown.
Question 1: What is the expected lifetime for the existing (schedule-driven, Figure 6a) and proposed (Figure 6b) configuration? Using our measurements in Table VI, the schedule-driven node will last for only 1.61 days if it is always on,
T otal
continuously sampling, since T̄L (1) = P̄W E
by plugging u = 1 and Tc = ∞
(0.1/min)
in Equation (20). The lifetime of the alternative, trigger-driven configuration depends on the event arrival rate and can be computed using the model in Equation
(14). The trend for different arrival rates is shown in Figure 8b. At our default configuration (PXA and Camera in Standby Mode), the trigger-driven iMote2 would
only last 8.45 days at most (1.03 days at least). Figure 8b shows that less than 4
days of lifetime gain would be achieved by completely turning off the camera sensor
board. It reveals the important design guide that in order to obtain a significant
lifetime gain (more than 10 times), the trigger-driven node ultimately has to stay
at Deep-Sleep mode during preprocessing stage, which is the lowest power state
that can be achieved by the node with software control.
Question 2: Given a specific arrival rate for a certain application, and a lifetime
2 In

our tables Normal and Active modes have similar meanings. We opted on using two different
terms to be consistent with the naming conventions of the datasheet for each device
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Mode
S0
CP
S2
S4
CR
S3
S5

CPU
PXA271

Camera
OV7649

Radio
CC2420

Deep Sleep
1.8mW
48.63mJ
252msec
Normal
193mW
Deep Idle
88mW
Normal
193mW
Normal
193mW

Standby
8mW
Active
44mW
Active
44mW
Active
44mW
Active
44mW

Shutdown
144nW
691pJ
970µsec
Idle
712µW
Idle
712µW
6.63µJ
194µsec
TX
78mW
RX
78mW
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Total
9.8mW
48.63 mJ
253msec
237.7mW
132.7mW
6.63µJ
194µsec
315mW
315mW

Table VI. Typical power-consumption specifications of schedule-driven camera sensor node
(iM ote2) at 104 MHz CPU Core frequency, 4MHz PIC and 0dBm TX Power

Mode
S1
CP
S2
S4
CR
S3
S5

Preprocessor
Motion Sensor
PIC10F200
On
3.6µW
On
3.6µW
On
3.6µW
On
3.6µW
On
3.6µW

On
340µW
On
340µW
On
340µW
On
340µW
On
340µW

CPU
PXA271

Camera
OV7649

Radio
CC2420

Standby
17mW
2.2mJ
11.432msec
Normal
193mW
Deep Idle
88mW
Normal
193mW
Normal
193mW

Standby
8mW
Active
44mW
Active
44mW
Active
44mW
Active
44mW

Shutdown
144nW
114nJ
970µsec
Idle
712µW
Idle
712µW
6.63µJ
194µsec
TX
78mW
RX
78mW

Total
25.34mW
2.2mJ
12.4msec
238.05mW
133.05mW
6.63µJ
194µsec
315.34mW
315.34mW

Table VII. Typical power-consumption specifications of trigger-driven camera sensor node(iM ote2)
at 104 MHz CPU Core frequency, 4MHz PIC and 0dBm Tx Power on a CC2420 radio

requirement, what is the maximum power a pre-processor(and sensor) can consume?
To obtain the power budget for the pre-processor we need to solve for PS1 of the
trigger-driven model in (11). The lifetime trend at different event arrival times as
a function of preprocessor power is shown in Figure 8c.
Question 3: If we don’t build the proposed board and use a duty-cycle instead,
what is the expected lifetime for a certain detection probability? We can answer
this question by plugging in the detection probability u in the lifetime model for
the schedule-driven node described by Equation (20). The expected lifetimes for
different detection probabilities are shown in Figure 8a.
Question 4: Suppose we had an ideal sensor preprocessor (power cost=0) what
would be the lifetime of the node at a certain arrival rate? This trend is shown
Under submission to ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. V, No. N, March 2007.
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Fig. 8. a) Lifetime trend versus detection probability for question 1, b) Lifetime trend versus
arrival rate for question 1, c) Lifetime trend for question 2, d) Lifetime trend for question 3, e)
Lifetime trend versus detection probability for the sentry node described in VigilNet, f) Predicted
hypothetical lifetime trend versus arrival rate for the sentry node described in VigilNet

in Figure 8d. If we use Standby mode as the lowest power mode, in a triggerdriven configuration, the node will last for only 8.62 days! Also, if we entirely
disable the preprocessor, the node will operate as in the schedule-driven model
with duty-cyle=0, missing all events. Even so, the node lifetime is only 8.62 days,
indicating that we should try to operate at power levels lower than the Standby
mode. Comparing Figure 8c and Figure 8d, we notice that just lowering the power
consumption of the preprocessor does not impact the lifetime trend of the triggerUnder submission to ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. V, No. N, March 2007.
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driven node since PS1 is heavily dominated by the power consumption of the camera
board and PXA at Standby mode. Indeed, our computation shows that for rare
events the lifetime increases to 94 days, with the camera board off and the iMote2
in Deep Sleep mode (Figure 8b). Much to our surprise, our models have shown
that the addition of a preprocessor and trigger-driven operation will not provide
substantial lifetime gains. This is mainly due to the high power consumption in the
Standby mode of the PXA and camera. The trends also indicate that it is unlikely
to significantly improve lifetime by manipulating the processor power modes alone.
A better strategy would be to consider mechanisms that disconnect the entire node
from the power supply as suggested in [D.Lymberopoulos and A.Savvides 2005].
According to our models, the use of such a mechanism would increase the lifetime
of the schedule-driven node to 552 days ( since T̄L (1) = EP̄TSotal by plugging u = 0
0
and Tc = ∞ in Equation (20) ), a large improvement over the currently predicted
8.45 days for a non-ideal preprocessor (see Figure 8d).
As a sanity check, we also used our model to predict the lifetime of the Micaz
nodes used in the Vigilnet project [T.He et al. 2006]. Using our model, we computed
the expected lifetime of a sentry node to be about 442 hours (18.5 days) as shown
in Figure 8e. According to [T.He et al. 2006], a sentry node will last 90 days with a
role rotation of 4-5 nodes and 25% of sentry duty cycle. Multiplying our prediction
by 5 to account for role rotation, our model will anticipate a lifetime of 92.5 days,
an estimate that is very close to the lifetime of the real deployment reported by
the authors of [T.He et al. 2006]. Furthermore, Figure 8f shows that the lifetime
of the sentry node will significantly increase if we convert it into a trigger-driven
node using the same preprocessor as before.3 Such a high lifetime gain comes from
the fact that the power consumption of the sentry node at Sleep state is extremely
low (42 µW).
7.

CAPTURING THE MODELS INTO A TOOL

To allow sensor node users and designers to use our models to drive design and
development, we have developed a MATLAB toolkit, MATSNL. This tool implements the trigger-driven and schedule driven models as well as the discrete-event
simulation used to validate them (used for simulation in section 5). Users can enter new specifications for node architectures and application profiles. MATSNL
provides a set of commands for analyzing node lifetimes, compare platform performance for different application profiles and compute power budgets for new sensor
pre-processors, radios and processors. This section provides a brief demonstration
of the tool using four popular sensor nodes, Intel’s iMote2, Yale’s XYZ, Crossbow’s
Micaz and Moteiv’s Telos. The MATLAB code for the tool is publicly available
and can be found at: http://www.eng.yale.edu/enalab/aspire.htm.
7.1

Tool Organization

MATSNL is organized into three main components: configuration, analysis and
simulation. Configuration specifies the properties of each platform as previously
3 This

is a hypothetical lifetime since [T.He et al. 2006] does not consider a trigger-driven sentry

node
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described in Table I. Application profiles are defined by the event arrival rate,
duty-cycle and sometimes detection probability. The analysis part of the tool implements the models described in the sections 4.1 and 4.2. As we will describe later
on, the analysis and comparison results are obtained by applying a given configuration to the models. The simulation component is independent of the analysis
component and runs a discrete event simulation on the parameters provided by the
configuration component. The simulation first generates an event trace and then
exercises the different power modes of the platform according to the trace. Energy
consumption is computed by summing up the power consumed at each power mode
visited and the corresponding transition overhead for each mode.
In its current form, MATSNL can perform four main functions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Analyse lifetime of trigger-driven and schedule-driven nodes (complf command).
Analyze power breakdown per mode (comppwr command)
Analyze preprocessor power (compprep command)
Execute a discrete event simulation for a given configuration (comp sim command).

The usage of the tool and the outcomes for each command are demonstrated
with illustrative examples in the next section.
7.2

MATSNL Usage

We now demonstrate the main features of MATSNL with example comparisons between alternative sensor node designs. These examples are meant to be illustrative
rather than exhaustive. The reader can study them in depth by changing different
parameters inside the tool. The first example examines the choice of processor for
a wireless camera sensor node using numbers from the literature for the Micaz and
XYZ nodes, and the iMote2 measurements we have taken during this work. The
application parameters and camera sensor board configuration used here are the
same as the ones we have described in our case study in section 6. The three nodes,
iMote2, XYZ and Micaz have the same radio. We also assume that they have the
same sensor, and use their corresponding processor power consumptions and processing times to show how MATSNL could be used to study the effect of different
processors. The iMote2 has a PXA 271 processor, which we run at 104MHz and
XYZ has an OKI ARM processor running at 58MHz and Micaz has an 8-bit AVR
processor. To emphasize the processor effectiveness, we assume that for the same
image processing and decision task the iMote2 processor takes 2 seconds, the XYZ
processor takes 4 seconds and the Micaz processor takes 48 seconds.
7.2.1 Lifetime comparison among platforms.
A lifetime comparison between the three different configurations can be performed
by running a single MATSNL command, complf .
complf ({0 xyz 0 ,0 imote20 ,0 micaz 0 }, [0.1 1], [5], 1, 30)
complf ({0 xyz 0 ,0 imote20 ,0 micaz 0 }, [0.5], [1 1 ∗ 60 ∗ 24], 1, 30)
The first command above uses a duty cycle between 0.1 and 1 (for the scheduledriven node) an event interarrival time of 5 minutes, a communication probability
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Fig. 9. (a) Lifetime comparison of platforms for detection probability, (b) Lifetime comparison of
platforms for event arrival rate

of 1, generates a plot with 30 sample points. The second command uses a interarrival time range between 1 min and 1 day (for the trigger-driven node) a duty
cycle of 0.5, a communication probability of 1, generates a plot with 30 sample
points. The processing time difference can be represented with the processing time
per event parameter Y , and is separately entered into the corresponding platform
description file for each platform. A plot from the resulting comparisons are shown
in Figure 9 (a) and (b) (a 3-D plot using a range of event inter-arrival rates can
also be obtained with the same command). The Figures 9(a) and (b) shows that a
trigger-driven operation model will be more suitable for this application, with XYZ
lasting for 25 days, iMote2 for 100 days and Micaz for 200 days at most. Figure
9 (a) shows that the schedule driven operation is rather impractical since lifetime
has to degrade drastically to achieve an acceptable detection probability. Moreover, we draw the reader’s attention to the fact that the effect of processing time
on the lifetime is not obvious in the reported results for schedule driven operation
since lifetime heavily depends on the absolute power consumption of each processor. This is because for schedule driven operation the sleep scheduling is blindly
done regardless of the event arrival characteristic. Notice that even though XYZ
has the lowest reported sleep power, 0.006mW compared to two other platforms,
iMote2 (1.800mW) and Micaz (0.309mW ), the benefit does not show on this figure
since the effect on lifetime becomes noticeable only below 0.01 duty cycle (detection probability). Figure 9(b) shows that for MicaZ and iMote2 have significant
lifetime gain at lower event arrival rate compared to the schedule driven operation.
[D.McIntire et al. 2005] shows that choice of processor heavily influences the task
energy efficiency using benchmark of FFT, CRC-32, and FIR. This trend becomes
obvious in 9(b). For computationally a demanding task, the advantage of using
low power processor (as in MicaZ) is rapidly compromised by disadvantage of its
low computational power (48 seconds per task) as aggregated workload (event arrival rate) is increasing rapidly. In contrast, the lifetime of iMote2 which has the
most powerful CPU, PXA271, has decreased slowly compared to the one of MicaZ
to show better lifetime performance beyond the point of arrival rate, 1 event per
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hour. This trade-off point between two platforms with high-end processor and lowend processor implies the potential advantage of using multi processor core node
architectures (with high-end and low-end processor) so that platform exploits the
processing power according to the computation efficiency. [D.McIntire et al. 2005]
proposed LEAP platform adopting the architectures. Notice that the XYZ platform shows the lowest lifetime performance due to the highest preprocessing power,
9.126mW compared to two platforms, MicaZ (1.024mW ) and iMote2 (2.176mW ).
Although the smallest power mode of XYZ is deep sleep (0.006mW ), it cannot be
used for the preprocessing stage since the RTC is the only interrupt source able
to wake up the processor unit. Therefore the lifetime bottleneck comes from the
second lowest power mode, the standby mode where XYZ draws relatively large
power but is capable to wake up processor unit given the advent of event.
7.2.2

Power budget comparison among platforms.

A power budget/breakdown comparison between the three different configurations can be performed by running a single MATSNL command, comppwr.
comppwr({0 imote20 ,0 xyz 0 ,0 micaz 0 }, [−1], [1 1 ∗ 60 ∗ 24], 1, 30)
comppwr({0 imote20 ,0 xyz 0 ,0 micaz 0 }, [0.1 1], [1 ∗ 60], 1, 30)
The first command uses an inter-arrival time range between 1 min and 1 day (for
the trigger-driven node), a communication probability of 1 to generate a plot with
30 sample points. The −1 stands for ’duty cycle is not defined’ by which it analyzes
power budget only for trigger-driven case. The second command uses a duty cycle
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between 0.1 and 1, an inter-arrival time of 1 hour, a communication probability of
1 to generate a plot with 30 sample points.
Figures 10 and 11 show the energy breakdown for the two models for the first
and second comppwr commands respectively. Figure 10 explains why the MicaZ
is not practical compared to the iMote2 at large workload (high arrival rate). As
shown in the Figure, the processing power per event in MicaZ rapidly outpaces the
one in iMote2 so that the total average power consumption of MicaZ exceeds that
of iMote2 at points beyond the inter-arrival rate of 1 event per hour. Meanwhile for
XYZ the preprocessing power takes most of portion of average power consumption
to degrade lifetime performance as shown Figure 9(b). Such a high preprocessing
power comes from large leakage current (3.5mA) of the CPU (Peripherals 1.69mA)
and board (Radio board:0.883mA, Rest of the board: 0.927 mA)[D.Lymberopoulos
and A.Savvides 2005]. Figure 11 shows that idle power dominates the power budget.
In contrast, the other power budgets (such as sleeping and processing power) have
negligible effects on the lifetime. The Figure implies an important rule of thumb in
the energy conservation strategy of a schedule driven node for those platforms at
moderate event arrival rate: to minimize the idle power as much as possible.
7.2.3

Preprocessor Power analysis.

The lifetime and trade-off trend for different preprocessor power costs can be
computed by running a single MATSNL command, compprep.
compprep({0 imote20 }, [0 50], [1 1 ∗ 60 ∗ 24], 0.6, 30)
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The above command considers a preprocessor power range between 0mW and
50mW ,a inter-arrival time range between 1 min and 1 day (for the trigger-driven
node), a communication probability of 0.6 to generate a plot with 30 sample points.
Figure 12(a) shows the lifetime trend for different preprocessor power costs at various inter-arrival rates. As shown in the Figure, the trigger driven iMote2 has
poor lifetime (less than one month) once the preprocessor power exceeds 5mW.
This implies a very important platform design rule that preprocessor power should
not exceed 10mW. In contrast, for preprocessor power below 5mW lifetime performance drastically varies depending on the event arrival rate. 13 shows that the
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non-preprocessing power accounts for a very small proportion of the average power
consumption. However for the relatively frequent events (60 per hour and 28.99 per
hour) the preprocessor contributes significant portion of the overall power consumption even when the preprocessor power is below 5mW. This explains why lowering
the preprocessor power does not bring significant improvement in lifetime unlike the
case of the other slower event arrival rates. Figure 12(b) shows the choice between
schedule driven and trigger driven node given preprocessor powers. As shown in the
Figure, the choice between two models has been favored to trigger-driven model for
high preprocessor power. (the lifetime trade-off is shifted to right as the preprocessor power increases). Notice that the inter-arrival rate barely affects the trade-off
once detection probability is fixed. It implies that once we choose a model given
the required detection probability the optimality of our choice hardly changes by
event inter-arrival rates.
Figure 10 explains why the MicaZ is not practical compared to the iMote2 at
large workload(high arrival rate). As shown in the Figure, the processing power per
event in the MicaZ rapidly outpaces the one in the iMote2 so that the total average
power consumption of the MicaZ exceeds the one of the iMote2 at points beyond
the inter-arrival rate of 1 event per hour. Meanwhile for the XYZ the preprocessing
power accounts for the largest share of the average power consumption as shown
Figure 9(b). Figure 11 shows that idle power takes account for most of average
power consumption. In contrast the other power budgets such as sleeping and
processing power have negligible effects on the lifetime performance. The Figure
implies an important rule of thumb in energy conservation strategy of schedule
driven node for those platforms at moderate event arrival rate, 1 event per hour
which is to minimize the idle power as low as possible.
7.2.4 Application to evaluate performance of a deployed testbed.
In this section we demonstrate a potential application of our tool for evaluating
an existing wireless sensor network testbed. We select the VigilNet testbed setup
[T.He et al. 2006] as an example. VigilNet uses a three level integrated power management (PM) architecture to provide high surveillance performance and energy
efficiency simultaneously. The PM architecture provides three hierarchical services:
the tripwire service, the sentry service and duty cycle scheduling. The tripwire service controls a network-level power manager dividing the sensor field into multiple
sections. It applies different schedules (either of an active or a dormant state) to
each section. The sentry service controls section-level PM by selecting a subset of
nodes, called a sentry node. The sentry nodes are in charge of monitoring events
given the scheduled duty cycle. Once the sentry node detects an event of interest it
reports to the neighbor non-sentry nodes so that sensors start to perform complex
event-detection and classification computations. In this demonstration we study
the effect of platform choice on the lifetime performance of sentry node. Micaz and
Telos nodes have been used in addition to XSM [P.Dutta et al. 2005] which was
originally used in VigilNet.
The hardware configuration is compared in Table VIII. As shown in the table,
the maximum processor capability is the same in terms of in MIPS (16MIPS).
Assuming all platforms are using the same sensors (therefore they process same
type of data) we set the same average event processing time at 6 seconds which
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HW Components

XSM @3V

MicaZ @3V

Telos @1.8V

Main Processor

ATmega128L
8 bit-16Mhz
up to 16MIPS

ATmega128L
8 bit-16Mhz
up to 16MIPS

TI MSP430
16 bit-8Mhz
to 16MIPS

0.2mse

180usec

6usec

30uW

75 uW

15uW

MCU
Wakeup time
The lowest
MCU power
The Active
MCU power
Radio Unit
The Sleep
Radio power
The Tx(0dbm)
Radio power
The Rx
Radio power
Radio
Wakeup time
Sensor Unit
The Active
Sensor power
The Sleep
Sensor power
Table VIII.

24mW

33 mW

3mW

CC1000
76.8 kbps

CC2420
250 kbps

CC2420
250 kbps

30uW

75 uW

15uW

48mW

52 mW

35mW

24mW

38 mW

60mW

2.5msec

860usec

580usec

PIR, Acoustic
Magnetic Sensors

PIR, Acoustic
Magnetic Sensors

PIR, Acoustic
Magnetic Sensors

22.044mW

22.044mW

13.226mW

9uW

9uW

5uW

XSM,MicaZ, and Telos platform hardware comparison

includes detection (2 seconds) and classification/velocity estimations (4 seconds).
We assume that a sentry node requires at least 125msec to sense an event of interest.
Therefore the minimum duty period is constrained to d ≥ 0.125
Tc .
The main application of VigilNet is detecting and classifying events (moving
objects trespassing the network area, typically civilians, soldiers, and vehicles).
The event of interest occurs typically at a rate of 0.1 per hour (2-4 events/day)
modeled with a Poisson arrival distribution and event duration ranges from 1 to 10
seconds. Types of events are categorized into 4 groups according to its trajectory
pattern passing though area [Q.Cao et al. 2005]. We consider type 1 targets where
the start and end points of the target path are outside the monitored area.
Assuming there is only one sentry node in the monitored area the target detection
probability as follows: 4
πR
(22)
2vT
where v= Target velocity(m/sec), R= Sensing range(m), T=duty period(sec), β=duty
cycle.
Notice that our derived result of detection probability in previous section 4.3 is
the same as we get from this equation if we assume v = ∞.
Taking the network into consideration with a deployment width of L, the detecP (β) = β +

4 In

the following formula all variable notations follow [Q.Cao et al. 2005]
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tion probability is given as follows:
πR

Pdetection (β) = 1 − exp−2RLd(β+ 2vT )

(23)

where L=Target travel distance(m), d=node density(the number of nodes/m2 ).
For a more concrete example, we suppose that a target enters the field with a
speed up to 10 m/sec. Furthermore we assume that this target is required to be
detected by the first sentry node with a probability higher than 90% assuming
the detection range is 10 meters. The following parameters are used for obtaining
detection probability for duty cycle: R = 10m, L = 5m, d = 0.01 node/m2 ,
T = 5sec, β = 0 ∼ 1, v = 10m/sec.
Figure 15(a) shows that the detection probability is a monotonic increasing function of duty cycle (d). As shown in the Figure, VigilNet compensates the degradation of detection probability resulted from the low duty cycle by reducing the
duty period (Tc ). The target detection probability is guaranteed to be nearly one
regardless of duty cycle when Tc = 1sec.
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In order to compare lifetime performance among the platforms, the following
command are used:
complf ({0 xsm0 ,0 telos0 ,0 micaz 0 }, [0.125/5 1], −1, 1, 100)
complf ({0 xsm0 ,0 telos0 ,0 micaz 0 }, −1, [1 1 ∗ 60 ∗ 24], 1, 100)
The first command above compares the node lifetimes of schedule-driven platforms at the a duty cycle between 0.125 and 1. The second command above compares the node lifetimes of trigger-driven platforms at the inter-arrival time range
between 1 min and 1 day. The −1 stands for ’not defined’. The resulting plots of
above two commands are shown Figure 14 (a) and (b). As shown in the figures,
Telos shows better lifetime performance for both models. The schedule-driven Telos
shows 3 times longer lifetime than other platforms at the minimum detection probability (90%). Furthermore Figure 14(b) shows that trigger-driven model brings
a significant improvement on lifetime to all platforms: XSM (7 times), Telos (2.5
times), and MicaZ (5 times). For schedule driven model, the lifetime of a sentry
node depends not only on duty cycle but also on duty period because the total
transition energy cost and minimum sensing time (125msec) depend on the duty
period. Figure 15(b) shows such a dependency of the lifetime on the duty period,
Tc . As shown in the Figure, the sentry node lifetime is maximized at Tc = 4sec.
Notice that increasing Tc by more than 4 seconds diminishes the achievable lifetime
by duty cycle (lifetime bound).
8.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented parametric lifetime model for trigger-driven and scheduledriven nodes that also takes the associated transition overheads into consideration.
The application of the models in making decisions about a camera node platform
help us isolate the dominant factors that limit lifetime in our design and provided
valuable insight on how to proceed with the architecture. It has been common belief that the lowest sleep power is the key factor to determine lifetime of a schedule
driven node. However, our analysis based on MATSNL tool shows that the benefit is
negligible except for a significantly low duty cycle (detection probability). We show
that the main source of power consumption is the idle power during awake period.
Throughout the paper the trigger-driven node shows better lifetime performance
in general. By comparing the lifetime trade-off between multiple trigger-driven
platforms we also show that the effect of processing time on lifetime dominates
over the effect of preprocessing power as aggregate workload (event arrival rate)
increases. Finally we demonstrate the application of our MATSNL tool for evaluating deployed testbed. In our VigilNet example, we shows the lifetime of the
sentry node can be significantly improved by operating it in trigger-driven fashion
or using the Telos. In the near future we extend our models to cover more complex
cases involving multiple processors and radios. Additional updates about this work
can be found on our website at http://www.eng.yale.edu/enalab/aspire.htm.
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